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punpoge. To report the ‘results of the microscopic comparison !-: 
of the bullet found in the. general area of the President Kennedy 

  

assessination weapon test bullets maintained by the National’: ae 
Archives and Records Service. eo fete oat of Be a 

  

DETAILS: | The questioned pullet was furnished to ‘the Dallas’ ° 

  

Dallas, Texas, telephone 337-0812. Mr. Lester advised he had . ~ 
found the bullet next to railroad tracks above the triple underpass 
with a metal detector about two years ago and now suspected that © 
this was possibly a bullet relating to the assassination. oe 

   . The examination of this bullet required that the test~. 
fired bullets obtained from the 6.5 ma Mannlicher-Carcano Rifle,” 
Serial Number C2766 be furnished to the Laboratory by the National . 
Archives and Record Service. These test bullets were fired by - 
the Laboratory in 1963 and are presently maintained by the . «= 

7 National Archives and Record Services er Ml Lae 

  

oo On July 28, 1977, Mr. dames Leahy, Archives s Technician, 
Naticnal Archives and Record Service, appeared at the Laboratcry 
with the two test-fired bullets. The examination was conducted by. 

_SA Robert ‘W. Sibert of the Firearx REU-T257F2cat ton Unit.. 1303 — 
. Fwy eh EE aT 

bullets bearing rifling impressions of four grooves, right twist. 
The questioned bullet is a multilated 6.5 mua “Jackeked SAfb_ ~—hot{ 
Point" or “Jacketed Hollow Point® Asporting= type) bullet which , 
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Assassination in Dallas, Texas, by Richard Harold Lester with eet 

FBI Office on 12/1/76 by Richard Harold Lester, 1440 Hansboro, 0": 

“ghe questioned bullet and the test “pullets are 6.5 mma Be 
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has a solid base and no cannelures. ‘The ‘test bullets, ike 
- the original crime scene bullet and fragment, are 6.5 mm == 
"Full Metal Jacket” (military-type) bullets which have an- 
open base and a cannelure near the base. Therefore, the 
questioned and test bullets | are different - Eype bullets of . 

' the same caliber.- tee 

  

s Both the qestioned and test . bullets have four groove; 
right twist rifling impressions. However, the widths of the - 
land and groove impressions vary by approximately .01 inch. 
The individual microscopic marks (striations) on these bullets 
were microscopically compared without effecting an identification. 
re eee < ae vet veel! we we cae The She tate 

In view of the above, nothing was found to indicate 
‘the questioned bullet was fired from the assassination _weapon 
represented by the test bullets. ce 

Following the completion of ‘the examination, ‘the ws 
test builets were returned to Mr. Leahy, who had maintained — 
custody of them during the examination. : 

voce None. | For information only. 
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